CASE STUDY

SAP Analytics Cloud
Global Deployment
OUR CLIENT
truData engaged with a global professional
search and services company to standardize
and centralize reporting and KPI tracking
across its operations, customers and markets.

Dashboards and visualizations for the client’s global analytics
program covered advanced SAC Modeling aligned with
HANA Views for performance optimization.

truDelivery
This project entailed a rollout of SAC with Live Connection
and HANA EDW on MS Azure. Additional deployment
of SAP SDI, SLT, BOE Webi and Analysis for Office were
included. The existing ERP was integrated leveraging
SAP SLT for real time update in HANA and SDI for
Salesforce integration.
The overall security design was based on MS Azure AD
and SAP HCM. Further authorizations were architected
to ensure alignment between BOE, HANA and SAC for
a common security model, optimized maintenance and
performance.
The security design facilitated an automated filtering to
ensure the right views and data were presented to end user.
Relevant data and actions were displayed from a top
down priority objective set as part of global design. This
ensured consistency in reporting and information across
the organizations and service lines.

Dashboards for KPI’s
Revenue tracking for markets and products with
real time performance
Sales and pipeline performance of accounts,
markets and industry
Social internal information to support improved
team engagement and communication

truValue
truData’s solution provided a Real time view of sales
opportunities across different business segments, pipeline
and customer performance, financial standardization on
metrics for all of its segments and business groups, and
cross selling opportunities between service lines.
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Why SAP Analytics for the Cloud?
The SAP Analytics Cloud solution combines BI, augmented and predictive analytics,
and planning capabilities into one cloud environment. As the analytics layer of SAP’s
Business Technology Platform, it supports advanced analytics enterprise-wide.

Unparalleled Thought Leadership

25+

20+

150+

Years of SAP Experience

Years of Analytics &
Data Warehousing Experience

Data Scientists and Engineers

Headquartered in San Diego, CA, truData Solutions is a technology services provider with an extensive practices across ERP,
data warehousing, advanced analytics and cloud services. We partner with midsize to Fortune 10 clients, in their Digital
Transformation journey, driving the modernization of capabilities delivered through truData’s engagement framework.
truData’s leadership team comprises former Fortune 100 Executives, as well as industry thought leaders and SME’s from
the Big Four consulting firms. Our practices bring value in ensuring both the IT and business objectives are met and aligned
with the future market needs.
For further information and support of your cloud strategy, data engineering
and advanced analytics please contact truData’s senior partners:
Jon Myklebust, Senior Partner: jmyklebust@trudatasolutions.com
Nevvar Hickmet, Managing Partner: nhickmet@trudatasolutions.com

trudatasolutions.com

